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MyEclipse-A Rapid Application Development Tool 

 

 
Abstract- MyEclipse 2014 could be a commercially on the 

market Java EE and Ajax IDE created and maintained by 

the corporate Genuitec, a beginning member of the Eclipse 

Foundation. MyEclipse is made upon the Eclipse platform, 

and integrates each proprietary and open ASCII text file 

into the event surroundings. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

MyEclipse has 2 primary versions (apart from the "Blue 

Edition and "MyEclipse Spring Edition cited below): 

knowledgeable and a regular edition. the quality edition 

adds information tools, a visible net designer, persistence 

tools, Spring tools, Struts and JSF tooling, and variety of 

different options to the fundamental Eclipse Java 

Developer profile. It competes with the online Tools 

Project, that could be a a part of Eclipse itself, however 

MyEclipse could be a separate project entirely and offers 

a distinct feature set. 

MyEclipse 2015 Continuous Integration Stream version 

five (September twenty five, 2014) is currently on the 

market to developers WHO need the newest versions of 

MyEclipse designed with regular updates. 

MyEclipse has additionally been created on the market 

via Secure Delivery Center, a technology that grew from 

its Pulse (ALM), brand, a provisioning tool that maintains 

Eclipse package profiles, as well as those who use 

MyEclipse. in addition, MyEclipse is providing a custom-

made version for IBM product, "MyEclipse Blue 

Edition", that adds specific support for Rational package 

and WebSphere development. Currently, MyEclipse Blue 

Edition is on the market for Windows and UNIX, tho' 

waterproof is unsupported. 

II. FEATURES 

Not gift within the normal edition 

The options enclosed (except within the normal edition) 

are: 

• Javascript programme 

• Matisse4MyEclipse - supported NetBeans 

interface style tool (previously called Matisse) 

• Support for UML 

• adept4MyEclipse - supported Apache Maven 

two 

• Connectors for databases of Oracle information, 

MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server, Sybase 

• HTML five mobile tools 

• REST API cloud tools 

Not gift within the Spring or Bling editions 

Some of the options enclosed (except within the Spring or 

Bling editions) are: 

• HTML5 Visual Designer 

• PhoneGap (Apache Cordova) support 

• etc. 

Present in each editions 

Some of the options enclosed altogether editions are: 

• Ajax Tools 

• Java Persistence Tools: Hibernate, TopLink, 

Apache OpenJPA 

• Spring Framework Tools 

• Apache Struts Designer 

• JavaServer Faces Designer 

• Application server Connectors 

• JavaServer Pages Development 

• Enterprise JavaBeans three.0 support 

• Cascading vogue Sheets editor 

• JSTL support 

• J2EE Development Tools 

• etc. 


